In this issue’s One-Minute Mentor, which focuses on job interviews, Carlonda Reilly, VP, and CTO at Kennametal has a simple message: You might be talking too much. That may seem counter-intuitive, as the purpose of the interview is to let the hiring managers know how smart, talented, and qualified you are, right? While that may be true, Carlonda urges you to be concise and precise in your answers. Take a minute to read her thoughts – it might be the best job interview advice you ever get.

We’re on the Road Again with Jennifer Maclachlan, co-owner of PID Analyzers, LLC. For a number of years, she packed something a bit unusual in her luggage: boxing gloves. Many of our readers understand Jennifer’s connection to the science of chemistry. Now you’ll learn her connection to the “sweet science.”

H.N. Cheng has spent decades working with chemical technical professionals in a supervisory role, both in industry and government. In this week’s Bridging Technology feature, H.N. reflects on his experiences working directly with chemical technical professionals. He shares how he has come to appreciate their many contributions.

Jim and Linda Brazdil retired within a few months of each other and agreed to provide individual responses to the 5th Quarter interview questions. Getting two perspectives injected the feature with a more layered approach.

We hope you have been enjoying ACS Industry Matters. Please share your experience with our newsletter in a 2-3 minute survey below. We value your feedback, and will use it to create content that best serves your needs.
John C. Katz
Executive Editor
J_katz@acs.org
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BMGT Program: Spring 2022 ACS National Meeting

This BMGT program will be a hybrid meeting with in-person and virtual attendees welcomed to attend and learn about topics that are of interest to industrial chemists involved in leadership and management.

The program will feature symposia on "Networking Throughout your Career" that will expand on how networking changes as you move into leadership positions, "Strategy & Decision Making" as it pertains to leadership decisions within the chemical enterprise, and a special symposium to honor the legacy of the late Mark Frishberg. Learn more here.

Industry Programming During ACS Spring 2022

https://app.connect.discoveracs.org/e/es/?s=341921710&elqTrackId=efd74c1a1b7a40299e524d6e5a03bea&elq=3e5e0dec4b0348e9809...
Discover the latest advances in science with over 11,000 oral and poster technical presentations and network with more than 8,300 chemical professionals, educators, and students during ACS Spring 2022.

- Discuss new products and ideas, brainstorm solutions to business challenges, get career advice, and more during ACS In-Person Connect.
- Unwind and connect with fellow meeting attendees from across the chemical enterprise during the Industry Networking Reception.
- Discover industry focused symposia brought to you by ACS Technical Divisions.

Visit the ACS Meetings & Exposition website to find a complete list of industry focused programming, networking opportunities, and register.

ACS Fall 2022 Abstract Deadline – March 14

Submit your abstracts for oral and poster presentations for ACS Fall 2022. The theme, Sustainability in a Changing World, will be at the core of programming. Sessions for the hybrid meeting will be held in Chicago, IL, and virtually, August 21 - 25, 2022. Those who wish to submit an abstract will have the option of selecting a virtual or in-person presentation during abstract submission.

Visit the website to find a list of the programming divisions and planned symposia open for submissions.

The deadline to submit abstracts is Monday, March 14.